
[All 20 players who took part in the event were given survey forms to 

complete. 15 completed forms were returned. The rest of this report identifies 

the survey questions asked, and summarises the responses.] 

Thank you for participating in the Tasmanian Golf Croquet Classic at St. 

Leonards, August 17-19, 2018. 

To help us plan better for future tournaments, could you please complete 

(anonymously) the following survey. Just circle one option for each question 

with a rating from 1 to 5. 

 

The grass cover was poor 1 2 3 4 5 excellent 

  0 0 4 11 0 

 

The speed of the courts was slow 1 2 3 4 5 fast 

  1 4 7 3 0 

 

The courts ran true uneven 1 2 3 4 5 even 

  0 1 7 6 1 

 

The event format was poor 1 2 3 4 5 excellent 

  1 0 1 8 5 

 

Finally, do you have any general comments to make? 

1. Classic should be an invitation event which includes State team – 

people on cusp of selection being invitees. Try to emulate ISS with 

best of two format. 

2. No enough games per day – start times too social – wasted 

opportunity for state team training. 

3. The format worked well but feel we could schedule 3 matches a day 

with an earlier starting time and no scheduled lunch break. 

4. Good format but needs to be 3 matches per day. 



5. More games per day if possible 

6. Shorter lunch break. Due to rough weather and debris blown on lawns 

– fierce winds. 

7. Winds could be a safety issue. Format different could be confusing to 

some players. Overall an enjoyable event. 

8. The lawns are improving. Wet weather didn’t help. Format could 

improve with 12 teams. 

9. Tree litter – very bad. 

10. Gum trees dropped gumnuts, bark and branches/twigs. Made play 

very slow due to picking these items up. Also scary due to possibility 

of trees being blown down. 

11. Great. 


